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sender:       sellerAgent-33
receiver:       purchaserAgent-22
msgID:       offer-12
purchaseID:     vehicles.new_car
purchaseObj:    car-6.1
description:      ((22.5 safety), (22.5.3 airbag), 2, neutral)
        ((22.5 safety), (33.4.2 sidebars), double, pro)
        ((22.8 cost), (22.8.1 purchase_price), 25000, pro)
preferences:     (22.13 (performance, more_important, safety, (arg-33.11)))
       (33.3 (safety, more_important, performance, (arg-33.11, arg-33.13)))
arguments:       (33.11, pref-22.13, (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high)), con)
      (33.11, pref-33.3, (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high)), pro)
      (33.13, pref-33.3, (report12: afety was the big issue in 1998 car sales, pro) 






preference-22.13: (performance, more_important, safety)
argument-33.11: (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high))
preference-33.3: (safety, more_important, performance)










argument-33.13: (report12: afety was the big issue in 1998 car sales 
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preference-22.13: (performance, more_important, safety), submitted by purchaserAgent-22 
argument-33.11: (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high))
preference-33.3: (safety, more_important, performance), submitted by sellerAgent-33
argument-33.12: (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high))








	 constraint-22.1: (purchase_price, less_than, 30000), submitted by purchaserAgent-22 
purchase-6.1: new car, initiated by purchaserAgent-22
preference-12.13: (purchase_price, less_important, firm_reputation), submitted by sellerAgent-12
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preference-22.13: (performance, more_important, safety), submitted by purchaserAgent-22
argument-33.11: (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high))
preference-33.3: (safety, more_important, performance), submitted by sellerAgent-33
argument-33.12: (if (maximum_speed > 200) then (accident_risk, high))







preference-12.13: (purchase_price, less_important, firm_reputation), submitted by sellerAgent-12
argument-12.21: (if (firm_reputation = high) then ((robustness, high) and (life_cycle, long))

	 constraint-22.1: (purchase_price, less_than, 30000), submitted by purchaserAgent-22
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